BE KIND, STRESS LESS.

12 BENEFITS OF A HUG*
*It only works if it’s consensual!

+

a hug can...
•reduce stress
•improve your mood

•help resolve
conflict

•reduce fear

•promote trust

•reduce pain

•boost sleep

•calm nerves

•improve

•help you feel
less alone

self-esteem

Caring for others cares for the self. Research
shows walking around and offering kindness,
such as a hug, reduces one’s own anxiety and
increases empathy, caring, and feelings of
connectedness.
Connection with others can start with
a hug. Just how many hugs?

•relax muscles

Some say 8 hugs a day for maintenance,
12 hugs a day for growth.

•boost empathy

We say, as many as possible.
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Are you experiencing more than a bad day?

sometimes we need more than a hug
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Do you know someone in pain? Talking to them can help.

• Know that your friends will most likely support your decision
to seek help: more than 90% of students think positively of
someone seeking help for mental health!
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I can stay with you while we call a hotline.”

You don’t have to be an expert to help. Just being there with a hug,
a listening ear, and an understanding mind is what it’s all about. Check
out activeminds.org/hugmore to learn more.
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